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Cochlear implant system is one of the most advanced neural prosthetic devices,
and a lot of hearing-impaired people have recovered their auditory functions by
using these systems. However, there still exist personal differences in the
patients’ speech perception performances after the cochlear implantations. To
find and explain the reasons of these differences, the physiological response
property and the central auditory plasticity after long-term cochlear implantation
have been studied. In those studies, animal experiments have been preferred
because the experiments with human subject are highly limited, and observing
the behavioral response of the animal is very important. To do that, the animal
cochlear implant system should provide complex stimulus similar to those of the
human cochlear implant and also be small, light-weighted. In early animal
experiments, simple cochlear stimulator or single channel human cochlear
implant system were used. These are simple and light-weighted, but could not
provide sound stimulations similar to natural and complex sounds. Alternatively,
commercial multi-channel human cochlear implant systems can be adapted.
These systems implement multi-channel digital coding strategies thus providing
complex electrical stimulus according to natural sounds. However, they are too
large and heavy for animals to move freely with them and need frequent
replacement of batteries because of the high power consumption. In this paper,
we suggest a new cochlear implant system for freely moving animals. In our
system, the power demanding sound processor is located on the experimental
cage where external power is available. The animal carries a small, lightweighted receiver/stimulator package with a small battery only, which
communicates with the sound processor via the infra-red (IR) telemetry. This
system enables animals move freely with still implementing multi-channel
digital coding strategies, thus will be a very useful tools for various animal
experiments.
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